PRACTICE DESIGN

HOW WE DID IT
Written by Dr Simon Chard
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Dr Simon Chard describes how he and his wife, Dr Meghan Chard, completely renovated the space
above Rothley Lodge Dental Practice, creating an innovative practice, designed to be a hub for
progressive dentistry and teaching

come from a family of dentists, and the
focus behind our expansion at Rothley
Lodge was to maintain this family ethos
whilst bringing more modern techniques
into the practice.
I qualified from King’s College London
Dental Institute in 2012, coming away with
the Academy of Operative Dentistry Award.
Since then, I’ve gone on to win Best Young
Dentist United Kingdom at The Dentistry
Awards 2015, and to become Chairman of
Membership for the BACD (British Academy of
Cosmetic Dentistry). I have lectured nationally
and internationally – mostly on digital
dentistry, but also on dental photography
and minimally invasive cosmetic dentistry.
My focus is on aesthetic dentistry, particularly
using digital technology to improve aesthetic
outcomes.
I co-own Rothley Lodge with my wife,
Meghan. She also qualified from King’s
College London Dental Institute in 2012, and
came second in the year for the Saunders
prize for academic achievements. Her key
interests are family dentistry and facial
aesthetics, plus, she also holds a Diploma in
Sedation from King’s College and loves to
look after anxious patients.
THE PRACTICE
We bought the practice from my parents, who
had built a fantastic business over the past
30 years. We decided to expand and renovate
the practice as we wanted to become a hub
of outstanding dentistry, offering everything
in-house. The practice was already providing a
high level of family dentistry, but was running
to capacity, so we would have been unable to
make the additions we planned without first
creating space.
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THE PRACTICE

Rothley Lodge Dental Practice
15 Cherry Orchard, Staines, TW18 2DE
TELEPHONE: 01784 453448
EMAIL: info@rothleylodgedentalpractice.co.uk
WEBSITE: www.rothleylodgedentalpractice.co.uk

THE ETHOS

Rothley Lodge Dental is at it’s heart a family dental practice, with generations of dentists
working under one roof. The Chard Practice has been a pillar of the local community in StainesUpon-Thames for over 30 years and over that time the practice has been built on high quality
dentistry. The practice is now at the forefront of the digital revolution within the profession;
utilising advanced digital techniques in cosmetic, implant and orthodontic dentistry, as well as
training other dentists on these techniques in the onsite training facility.
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